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Chaotic dynamics

● Extreme sensitivity to initial conditions

● Widespread occurrence - fluid dynamics, climate, weather, molecular dynamics, complex chemical kinetics, 

biological and medical systems, etc.

● Towards 16-bit computing for weather, climate, etc.?
○ More computationally efficient: are rounding errors tolerable in the presence of large uncertainties in the weather, 

climate and other complex systems? 
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Chaotic dynamical systems

● Extreme sensitivity to initial conditions

● Widespread occurrence - fluid dynamics, climate, weather, molecular dynamics, complex chemical kinetics, 

biological and medical systems, etc.

● Central importance in connection of microscopic dynamics to thermodynamics
○ turbulent fluids

○ molecular dynamics

● A new pathology in the simulation of 

chaotic dynamical systems?
○ Generalised Bernoulli map

■ pathology for 𝛽 = 2 cannot be patched up except 

through use of logarithmic fixed-point numbers.  

■ For other values of 𝛽, increased floating-point 

precision substantially reduces the error in predictions
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Molecular dynamics

● What is the cost of reliability?

● Newton’s equations of motion, complex force field, 

N-body dynamics

● Lyapunov instability leads to chaotic systems

○ small errors, large deviations

○ sensitive to uncertainty, need to quantify it!
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BAC: Molecular simulations of receptor-ligand free energy

● computer-aided drug discovery

● prediction of the dynamics of 100,000s of atoms using Newton’s

equations of motion on the timescale of nanoseconds

➞ evaluate the free energy of the system using time-averaging and 

ensemble averaging

● computational cost:

○ 1000s of node hours per replica

○ ensembles of replicas for a robust free energy evaluation

● Approach can be integrated with machine learning
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Methods: Ensemble simulations

● Performing ensemble simulations and obtaining averages etc. leads to more reliable results

● Ensemble simulation allows one to incorporate aleatory errors on stochastic simulations, e.g. in drug affinity

ranking

Vassaux et al., J. Chem. Theory Comp. (2021) 17 (8), 5187–5197

https://doi.org/10.1021/acs.jctc.1c00526
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Methods: End-point approach

ESMACS: enhanced sampling of molecular dynamics with approximation of continuum solvent

Ranking binding affinities:

● Evaluate large number of promising 

compounds

● Structurally and chemically diverse 

compounds

● Ranking of binding free energies

● Ensemble simulation for reliable predictions

● Lower computational cost
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Uncertainty quantification: VECMAtk — a generic toolkit for (VV)UQ

● Objective: develop an actionable VVUQ toolkit for potential 

exascale multiscale applications

○ identified UQ patterns

○ fully automated generation, management, and execution of UQ campaigns
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VECMA: https://www.vecma.eu/ — VECMAtk: https://www.vecma-toolkit.eu/
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BAC: Sensitivity analysis

● There are 175 uncertain parameters in an MD code (NAMD) – ignores force field parameters 

● Reduce to ca 15 through sensitivity analysis

● Perform dimension-adaptive stochastic collocation analysis

● 3 most-influential parameters: temperature, box size and compressibility

● temperature dominates
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BAC: Uncertainty Quantification

● distribution of predicted free energies

● influence of ensemble and parametric averaging

● distributions often non-norrmal
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parametric

aleatoric

all samples

𝝈 = 1.63 kcal/mole

averaged over 

replicas

𝝈 = 0.45 kcal/mole

averaged over 

parameters

𝝈 = 0.31 kcal/mole

Vassaux et al., J. Chem. Theory Comp. (2021) 17 (8), 5187–5197 
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Significance of aleatoric uncertainty

● analysis of p-boxes

● output coefficient of variation (CV) depends on number of replicas

● aleatoric uncertainty is non-negligible compared to parametric uncertainty
○ ensemble averaging needed

● molecular dynamics systematically damps input uncertainty (with and without ensemble averaging)
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Actionable predictions for multiscale materials modelling

● Predict actionable material properties from chemistry

● Develop reliable (UQ), verified and validated simulation tools

● Chemically-specific predictions of observables

● Capture multiple scales

○ chemistry - nanoscale

○ thermodynamics - microscale

○ observable - macroscale
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Quantifying aleatoric uncertainty

● uncertainty quantification of mechanical properties of epoxy-based nanocomposites
○ elastic (Young’s modulus)

■ average of 300 simulations reveal finite size effect on Young’s modulus

○ inelastic (plasticity, fracture)

■ limited influence of graphene reinforcement on toughness
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High-dimensional parametric uncertainty

● quantification of error in calibration of force field (FF) parameters (inverse problem)
○ induced by insufficient experimental or quantum simulation data

● quantification of error in predicted material properties (forward problem)
○ induced by error in FF parameters

● rapidly growing number of FF parameters
○ polyethylene: 

■ independent: 17

■ total: 52

○ epoxy:

■ independent: 144

■ total: 450

● how to address the curse of dimensionality?
○ adaptive methods (e.g. stochastic collocation) 

is insufficient, 10s of parameters at most

○ perspective: application of deep active subspaces

to reduce the dimension of the parametric space

■ available in EasySurrogate (Edeling, W. et al.)
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